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Abstract

Two-dimensional (2D) electrophoresis is the most wide spread technique for the separation of proteins in biological
systems. This technique produces 2D maps of high complexity, which creates difficulties in the comparison of different
samples. The method proposed in this paper for the comparison of different 2D maps can be summarised in four steps: (a)
digitalisation of the image; (b) fuzzyfication of the digitalised map in order to consider the variability of the two-dimensional
electrophoretic separation; (c) decoding by principal component analysis of the previously obtained fuzzy maps, in order to
reduce the system dimensionality; (d) classification analysis (linear discriminant analysis), in order to separate the samples
contained in the dataset according to the classes present in said dataset. This method was applied to a dataset constituted by
eight samples: four belonging to healthy human lymph-nodes and four deriving from non-Hodgkin lymphomas. The amount
of fuzzyfication of the original map is governed by thes parameter. The larger the value, the more fuzzy the resulting
transformed map. The effect of the fuzzyfication parameter was investigated, the optimal results being obtained fors 5 1.75
and 2.25. Principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis allowed the separation of the two classes of samples
without any misclassification.
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1 . Introduction fluid becomes thus fundamental for the study of the
disease. Every specimen may contain thousands of

It is commonly acknowledged that changes in the different proteins: this large amount of components
protein content of cells and of biological fluids are hampers proper separation of all species. This prob-
often involved in the onset and evolution of par- lem has partially been solved by the early develop-
ticular diseases such as Alzheimer disease[1], cancer ment of the two-dimensional electrophoretic sepa-
[2–5], Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease[6] and leukaemia rations, certainly the most widely used analytical
[7]. The investigation of the proteins synthesised by methods in proteomics[8,9]. This technique allows
a particular cell type or contained in a biological an efficient separation of the protein content of a

particular cell or fluid, producing a two-dimensional
(2D) image of the protein species present in the*Corresponding author. Fax:139-0131-287-416.
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appear as spots spread all over the two-dimensional 2D map, the level of optical density in each point of
map (one dimension for the pH elution, the other for the map. The analysis performed by the mentioned
the proteins mass separation), dubbed ‘‘2D-PAGE’’, software is constituted by the following different
where PAGE5polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. steps:
Since a 2D-PAGE may be considered as a snapshot (i)Spot detection: the spot detection tool guides
of the state of the cell investigated according to its the operator through the process of identifying
protein content, it may be used for both diagnostic protein spots in the gel image. After a suitable
and prognostic purposes: by investigating the differ- setting of the detection parameters, one can use the
ences occurring between the 2D-PAGE gels of same set to detect spots on all gels that were stained,
control and pathological individuals, it is possible to run and scanned under the same conditions.
classify the patients accordingly or even to capture (ii)Spot revelation: the software performs the
the evolution of the same disease. The solution of the revelation of the spots independently on each map.
problem concerning the comparison of maps belong- Because the image profile of an ideal spot conforms
ing to different individuals becomes the fundamental to a Gaussian curve, PDQuest uses Gaussian model-
key for the application of this powerful technique to ling to create ‘‘ideal’’ spots. A Gaussian spot is a
diagnostic and prognostic purposes. precise three-dimensional representation of an origi-

The comparison of different 2D maps is a hard nal scanned spot to accurately identify and quantify
problem to solve, because of the complex specimen real spots.
investigated and of the instrumental technique ap- (iii)Matching of the maps: the maps are matched
plied. The problems which characterise the com- one to the others so as to reveal the common features
parison can be summarised in: (spots present in all the maps) and the different ones

(i) a complex specimen that leads to complex (spot detected only on some of the samples under
maps, often containing thousands of spots with the investigation). When the compared maps are repli-
additional appearance of spurious spots due to side cates of the same sample, this step produces a
reactions; ‘‘synthetic’’ map which summarises the common

(ii) a complex sample pre-treatment, characterised information and which contains the spots present in
by several purification and extraction steps, that all the maps compared.
causes an increase in the uncertainty and a sub- The key point of this procedure is the matching of
sequent decrement of the reproducibility of the maps; the maps, which may produce very different results

(iii) the great amount of spots present on the same even by varying the software parameters.
map, which hampers the identification of the some- The great amount of data resulting from the
times small differences occurring between affected application of this procedure to a variety of 2D map
and healthy individuals; sets has made it necessary to couple such methods

(iv) the presence of many experimental factors that with multivariate techniques, for example, principal
influence the electrophoretic run (polymerisation component analysis (PCA)[13–16].In the past, PCA
conditions, temperature, staining conditions), which has been often applied to the study of DNA and
lead to differences due not only to real variations RNA fragments of several biological systems[17–
between the samples but also to accidental variations20] and to the characterisation of gel-electrophoresis
due to the experimental steps performed. patterns belonging to different classes of samples

These problems can cause a low repeatability of [21–26]; recently, Kovarova et al.[27] have pro-
the 2D maps of the same individual: replicated 2D posed the use of PCA for the classification of
maps may be very different from each other, show- proteomic patterns by coupling 2D gel electropho-
ing variations in the spot size, shape, position and resis with PCA, for the characterisation of the
number. anticancer activity of bohemine (a new omoleucine-

In the classical approach, the comparison is per- derived synthetic cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor).
formed by specific software, e.g. Melanie II or PD- In our laboratory the problem was tackled from a
Quest [10–12]. In this case each 2D slab gel is different point of view, by applying a new approach
analysed by a densitometer which provides, for each based on the combined use of fuzzy logic[28] and
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principal component analysis (PCA) followed by the linear combination describing each PC, i.e. the
classification methods[16], for the comparison of weights of the original variables on each PC, are
two-dimensional electrophoretic gels. Fuzzy logic calledloadings.
has been recently applied to the recognition of
bacteria, generally coupled with the use of artificial 2 .2. Linear discriminant analysis
neural networks[29,30]. Classification methods, like
linear discriminant analysis (LDA), have instead LDA [36,37] is a Bayesian classification method
been applied to image retrieval of pixel data[31– that allows the discrimination of the samples present
33]. in a dataset considering its multivariate structure. An

The approach proposed here consists in combining object x is assigned to the classg for which the
the principles of fuzzy logic with multivariate data posterior probabilityP(g /x) is maximum, assuming
mining techniques and classification methods. The a Gaussian multivariate probability distribution:
central point of our approach is that each spot is

Pallowed to smear[34,35]; spots present on each map g
]]]]]P(gux)5 p / 2 1 / 2are no longer univocally positioned since they are (2p) ? uS ug

substituted byfuzzy entities, being transformed into
21

? exp[20.5(x2 c ) ? S (x2 c )] (1)g g gprobability functions, thus implicitly taking into
consideration the low reproducibility that affects the

whereP is the prior probability,S is the covarianceg gexperimental method applied. The comparison is
matrix of class g that, in the case of LDA, is

then performed on the ‘‘fuzzy’’ maps obtained from
approximated with the pooled (between the classes)

each original map. The samples can be analysed by
covariance matrix,c is the centroid of classg, p isgchemometric methods, like PCA and classification
the number of descriptors. The argument of the

methods, in order to evaluate the differences charac-
exponential function is the Mahalanobis distance

terising the various classes of samples taken into
between the objectx and the centroid of the classg,

account. In this paper, PCA is performed on a set of
which takes into consideration the class covariance

samples belonging to normal lymph-nodes and to
structure:

lymphomas; the identification of the two classes of
21samples and of the characterising differences is then (x2 c ) ? S (x2 c ) (2)g g g

performed by LDA.

From the logarithm of the posterior probability, by
eliminating the constant terms, each object is classi-

2 . Theory fied in the classg if it is minimum, the so-called
discriminant score:

2 .1. Principal component analysis
21D(gux)5 (x2 c ) ? S (x2 c )1 lnuS u2 2 ln Pg g g g g

PCA is a multivariate statistical method which (3)
allows the representation of the original dataset in a

The selection of the variables for the LDA modelsnew reference system characterised by new variables
which discriminate the classes present in the datasetcalled principal components (PCs). Each PC has the
was performed by a stepwise algorithm in forwardproperty of explaining the maximum possible
search (F 54.0).amount of variance contained in the original dataset. to-enter

The PCs, which are expressed as linear combinations
of the original variables, are orthogonal one to each 2 .3. The applied method
other and can be used for an effective representation
of the system under investigation, with a lower Since a 2D map can be considered as a snapshot
number of variables than in the original case. The of the protein content of the cell under investigation,
co-ordinates of the samples in the new system of we applied our approach to a set of 2D maps scanned
variables are calledscores while the coefficient of with a GS-710 densitometer (Bio-Rad Labs., Rich-
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mond, CA, USA). The approach consists of the background. The value of 0.4 was chosen arbitrarily
following steps: on the basis of a visual inspection of the digitalised

(i) Digitalisation of the 2D-PAGE image; in this maps. The value of 0.4 proved to be effective for all
step each image is transformed into a grid of 2003 the 2D-PAGE maps considered.
200 pixels containing the values of the optic density
scaled from 0 to 1.

2 .3.2. De-fuzzyfication(ii) Map de-fuzzyfication; in this step the values of
The grid containing the values of the optic densitythe optic density smaller than a fixed threshold are

is turned into a grid containing only binary valuescut off and substituted by null values. Then, the grid
(0—1): 0 if the optic density is below 0.4, 1 in theis matched to the correspondent image, so that a 0
other cases.value is assigned where no signal is present and a 1

The value of the optic density is influenced by thevalue is assigned where a signal is detected. The
destaining protocol: transforming each value of thesensitivity to the destaining protocol is eliminated in
optic density into a binary value corresponds tothis step.
performing a ‘‘de-fuzzyfication’’ of the map, which(iii) Map re-fuzzyfication [34,35]; in this step the
allows the elimination of the sensitivity to thespots present in each map are transformed into
destaining protocol. The importance of this step isprobability functions. The low reproducibility of
stressed byFig. 1, which shows the digitalised maptwo-dimensional electrophoresis is taken into ac-
for sample HEA1, together with the de-fuzzyfied andcount here and a new grid of 2003200 cells is
the re-fuzzyfied map, as an example.produced, containing in each cell a value corre-

sponding to the probability of finding a signal in that
position. 2 .3.3. Re-fuzzyfication

(iv) Principal component analysis; PCA is per- With the de-fuzzyfication step, the information
formed on the fuzzy maps in order to understand about the spatial imprecision due to the electro-
which parts of the 2D-PAGE maps contain the same phoretic run is lost: to re-introduce it, a re-fuzzyfica-
type of information. Moreover PCA can permit the tion step is necessary. The re-fuzzyfication of the
identification of clusters and groups of samples. maps is a focal point of our approach since, as
Finally it provides a size reduction of the dataset already remarked, the size, shape and position of the
since from thousands of original variables only the spots on a map may be quite different for electro-
relevant PCs can be maintained. phoretic runs performed on the same specimen: it

(v) Classification; the LDA is performed in order appears thus very dangerous to locate precisely and
to discriminate the classes of samples involved in the univocally a spot on a map by the two coordinatesx
study and to identify the spots responsible of the and y. In order to consider this effect, each cell
separation of the original dataset into classes. LDA is containing a 1 in the digitalised image is substituted
applied on the relevant PCs obtained from the with a two-dimensional probability function. The
previous step. statistical distribution used to this purpose is a two-

dimensional gaussian function. The probability of the
2 .3.1. Digitalisation presence of a signal in cellx , y when a signal isi i

The digitalisation was performed by Matlab soft- present in the cellx , y is calculated by thek k

ware, using the Image Processing Toolbox on the following function:
images obtained by scanning the maps with a GS-

1 2 221 / 2?[(Dx /s ) 1(Dy /s ) ]710 Densitometer (Bio-Rad). The image of each map ik x ik y]]f(Dx ,Dy )5 ? eik ik 2ps sx yis turned into a grid of 2003200 cells, containing in
each cell the value of the optic density in the (4)
correspondent position, ranging from 0 to 1. The
intensity values on the grey scale lower than 0.40 whereDx 5 x 2 x and Dy 5 y 2 y are the dis-ik k i ik k i

were cut off and substituted by null values, in order tances between the cellk containing the spot and the
to cancel the contribution to the signal given by the cell i where the probability is computed, along each
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Fig. 1. Digitalised (a), de-fuzzyfied (b) and re-fuzzyfied (c,s 51.75) maps of the control sample HEA1.
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axis; s and s are two constants corresponding to 3 . Materials and methodsx y

the standard deviation of the gaussian function along
each of the two dimensions. In the present paper the The proposed method was applied to a set of 8
two parameterss and s are kept identical which real samples, divided in two classes:x y

corresponds to an identical repeatability of the result (i) 4 samples belonging to healthy human lymph-
with respect to the two electrophoretic runs. So, the nodes;
parameter which shall be analysed for its effect on (ii) 4 samples belonging to non-Hodgkin lym-
the final result iss 5s 5s . Changing the value of phomas.x y

the parameters corresponds to modifying the dis- Fig. 2 represents the 8 experimental 2D maps
tance at which an occupied cell exerts its effect: high obtained by using the procedure described below.
values ofs correspond to a perturbation operating at
larger distances and a higher ‘‘fuzzyfication’’ level of 3 .1. Apparatus
the maps; a decrease ofs corresponds instead to
fuzzy maps more similar to the original 2D-PAGE. The digitalisation of the image was performed by

The gaussian distribution was chosen as the bestusing MATLAB (Mathworks, ver. 6.1); this software
function since the spots can be described as intensi-was also used for data treatments and for the most
ty /probability distributions, with the highest intensi- part of graphical representations.
ty /probability value in the centre of the spot itself Stepwise LDA was performed with STATISTICA
and decreasing intensities /probabilities as the dis- (Statsoft, ver. 5.1) and PCA with UNSCRAMBLER
tance from the centre of the spot increases. More- (Camo, ver. 7.6). UNSCRAMBLER was also used
over, the integral of the gaussian function on the for the representation of the digitalised and the fuzzy
whole domain of the 2D-PAGE is 1, so that the total maps and of the scores plots.
signal is blurred but maintained quantitatively coher-
ent.

3 .2. Chemicals and materialsThe value of the signalS in each cellx , y of thei i i

‘‘fuzzy’’ grid is given by the sum of the probability
Urea, thiourea, 3-[(cholamidopropyl)dimethyl-contributions of all neighbouring cells containing

amino]-1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS), iodoacetamidesignals:
(IAA), tributylphosphine (TBP), and sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) were obtained from Fluka (Buchs,

S 5 O f(Dx ,Dy ) (5)i ji ji Switzerland). Glutaraldehyde, sodium acetate trihy-
j51,N

drate and formaldehyde were from Sigma (St. Louis,
MO, USA). Ampholines, bromophenol blue andThe sum runs on all theN cells of the grid, but in
agarose were from Pharmacia-LKB (Uppsala,dependence on the value of the parameters, only the
Sweden). Ethanol, methanol, acetone, acetic acid,neighbouring cells are affected significantly by the
silver nitrate and citric acid monohydrate were frompresence of a signal.
Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Acrylamide,N,N9-Each digitalised image is thus turned into a virtual
methylenebisacrylamide, ammonium persulfate,map containing in each cell the sum of the influence
N,N,N9,N9-tetramethylenediamine (TEMED), Pro-of all the spots of the original 2D-PAGE; these
tean isoelectric focusing (IEF) cell, Protean II xi cell,virtual maps can be calledfuzzy matrices or fuzzy
GS-710 densitometer, Mini Trans-Blot electropho-maps. The applied transformation corresponds to a
retic transfer cell, and the linear Immobiline drygaussian filter applied to each map. The choice to
strips, pH gradient 3–10 (17 cm), were from Bio-associate the gaussian probability function to each
Rad Labs. (Hercules, CA, USA).cell instead of to each spot is due to the presence in

some maps of large complex spots, whose shape is
irregular, so that the substitution of the spot with a 3 .3. Sampling and protein extraction
gaussian probability function would not describe
properly its shape. Sample preparation and solubilization for biopsies
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Fig. 2. 2D-PAGE images of the eight investigated samples.

was performed essentially as described by Sanchez et were mixed to obtain a representative sample (pool),
al. [38] for human lymphoma biopsies; the same used to generate four control maps.
approach was used also for human healthy lymph-
node biopsies (control biopsies). Briefly, ten frozen 3 .4. IEF in IPG strips (first dimension)
slices (about 20mm35 mm310 mm) of a human
lymphoma biopsy were mixed with 100ml of 2D IEF was performed as follows: seventeen cm long,
solubilising solution containing 7M urea, 2 M pH 3–10 IPG strips were rehydrated with protein
thiourea, 3% CHAPS, 40 mM Tris, 5 mM TBP, 1% samples (3mg/ml for Coomassie-stained gels) mixed
Ampholines, protease inhibitor, pH ca. 9. After with 0.5% Ampholines and a trace of bromophenol
centrifugation, for removal of particulate material blue. Complete sample uptake onto the strips was
[39], 20 mM IAA was added to perform complete achieved after 8 h at room temperature. Focusing
alkylation of proteins [40,41]. Salts, which can was carried out at 208C for a total of 75 000 V h.
interfere with the 2D separation process and visuali-
zation of 2D result, were removed by dialysis. 3 .5. Separation of proteins in SDS–PAGE (second
Protein estimation, for each sample, was carried out dimension)
with the Bio-Rad DC Protein Assay in order to load
always the same amount on the immobilized pH Before the second dimension, IPG strips were
gradient (IPG) strips. Samples were stored at equilibrated for 25 min under shaking in a solution
220 8C until used. Samples from three control containing 6M urea, 2% SDS, 20% glycerol and
subjects (1 mg/ml of protein from each sample) 0.375M Tris–HCl, pH 8.8. In the second dimension,
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home-made vertical acrylamide–bisacrylamide gra- very small do not contain useful information and can
dient gels (8–18%; dimensions: 182319031.5 mm) be eliminated without reducing the final results. A
were used. Electrophoresis was carried out in three study was then performed for the values providing a
subsequent steps: 2 mA/gel for 1 h, 5 mA/gel for perfect classification (s 5 1.75 and s 5 2.25), to
2 h and 10 mA/gel for 10 h, 15 mA/gel till the end select the proper threshold which allows to reduce
of the electrophoresis run. After separation in SDS– the problem dimensionality without affecting the
PAGE gels, the proteins were visualised by Colloidal PCA and LDA results. The corresponding critical
Coomassie stain. threshold was the same, namely 0.01, for all the

investigateds values (16 886 variables retained for
s 51.75 and 18 309 variables retained fors 5

4 . Results and discussion 2.25). PCA was performed independently for the five
investigated values ofs, by applying the critical

Each 2D-PAGE image was automatically digital- threshold identified (the results are summarised in
ised, thus providing a matrix of dimension 2003200 Table 1). By increasing the parameters, the number
pixels which contains in each cell the value of the of variables maintained in the study increases: this
staining intensity in the given position (from 0 to 1). behaviour is due to the fuzzyfication step which

The eight digitalised images obtained were de- improves the number of cells showing a relevant
fuzzyfied, by turning each matrix containing values probability of containing a signal.
ranging from 0 to 1 into new matrices containing The percentage of variance explained by the first
only binary values (0—1). The de-fuzzyfied maps four PCs increases with the increase of the parameter
were then re-fuzzyfied and the fuzzyfication parame- s. It is clear that, in all the first five cases considered,
ter was increased until the sample’s classification the first four PCs are widely sufficient to describe the
proved to become critical. The following values ofs original dataset, thus greatly reducing the problem
were investigated: 0.25, 0.75, 1.25, 1.75, 2.25, 3.5, dimensionality. These PCs contain, in all five cases,
4.75. The first five cases were extensively analysed, more than 76% of the total variance contained in the
while the last two values of sigma, which produced original dataset.
very confused fuzzy maps, were investigated only Figs. 4 and 5represent the score plots and the
for searching for the critical value of the parameter loading plots for the first and fourth principal
for the correct classification of the samples. components as a function of the level of thes

Fig. 3 represents, as an example, the fuzzyfication parameter. We focused our attention on the first and
of sample HEA1 for the first five investigated levels the fourth components because these two PCs al-
of s. By increasings, the influence of each signal on lowed an exact classification of the samples of the
the near cells increases and the whole map becomes two classes, as shown by the result of LDA, which
more confused. shall be described later.Fig. 4 represents the score

For comparison, the calculation was also per- plots of PC and the corresponding loadings for the1

formed on the original matrices, containing the values of the fuzzyfication parameter corresponding
values of the optic density ranging from 0.4 to 1. tos 50.25, s 50.75 ands 51.25. In all three

cases, the first component allows to distinguish
4 .1. Principal component analysis between the two classes of samples: all the samples

related to the pathological specimens are grouped at
The eight fuzzy maps thus calculated can be large negative values on PC , while the samples1

collected in a matrix of 8340 000, with the samples related to the healthy individuals, which show a
on the lines and the cells on the columns: the larger variability, are characterised by large positive
variables in this case are the probabilities contained values on the first component. Sample HEA3, in
in every cell of the fuzzy map which has been spite of being on the correct side, is far from the
unwrapped. This matrix contains a large number of other samples of the same class. Sample HEA4
very small values, corresponding to cells far away appears, among the healthy ones, as the most similar
from any signal. The columns where all values are to the samples belonging to affected patients. The
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Fig. 3. Fuzzyfication maps of the control sample HEA1 for the five investigated levels of thes parameter.

loadings are represented in a contour plot isomorphic acterised by large values of the variables included in
with the original 2D-PAGE gels. In the map, the the blue zones, whereas the normal samples show
colours towards the red indicate large positive load- large values of the variables indicated with the
ings while colours towards the blue indicate large yellow and the red colours. Thus, the first component
negative loadings. The presence of meaningful pat- allows the discrimination of the two classes of
terns indicates that the information represented is samples (the healthy samples with a larger variability
worth being interpreted. Looking at the loadings plot and the affected ones with more repetition) and to
of the first PC, the pathological samples are char- identify the variables which mostly characterise the
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T able 1
Principal component analysis results for each level of the fuzzyfication parameters

s % Explained variance % Cumulative explained variance

– PC1 30.65 30.65
PC2 18.22 48.87
PC3 14.34 63.22
PC4 13.25 76.47

0.25 PC1 27.24 27.24
PC2 21.38 48.62
PC3 14.78 63.41
PC4 13.39 76.79

0.75 PC1 32.03 32.03
PC2 21.80 53.83
PC3 13.74 67.56
PC4 13.39 80.95

1.25 PC1 37.34 37.34
PC2 20.94 58.28
PC3 13.94 72.21
PC4 11.80 84.01

1.75 PC1 42.75 42.75
PC2 19.42 62.17
PC3 14.15 76.33

2.25 PC4 10.12 86.45
PC1 47.79 47.79
PC2 17.74 65.52
PC3 14.16 79.68
PC4 8.84 88.52

two classes. By increasing the value of thes From the previous analysis, it appears that the two
parameter, the variability of each class becomes classes of samples are well discriminated from one
larger, above all for the samples belonging to the another by the first and the fourth principal com-
normal individuals, but the two classes appear better ponents, for all the values of the investigateds

discriminated. parameter. In all cases, sample HEA4 seems, among
Fig. 5 represents the loading plots and the score the healthy samples, the most similar to the

plots fors 5 1.75 ands 5 2.25; for these two cases, pathological ones, while sample HEA3 appears as an
the loadings for both PC and PC are represented. outlier since it lies far from the other samples of the1 4

According to the score plots of PC versus PC , same class. Increasing the value ofs up to 2.251 4

these two components distinguish between the two causes an increase of the discriminant power of PC1

classes of samples: the pathological subjects at and PC . Thus, distinguishing between the samples4

negative values on PC and positive on PC and the belonging to the two classes investigated becomes1 4

healthy samples, at positive values on PC but both easier by increasing thes parameter.1

positive and negative on PC . Again, sample HEA4 The variability of the class of the healthy subjects4

appears as the most similar to the pathological ones. appears larger than that of the ill ones, for all the
The loading plots for PC and PC show, with investigateds levels.1 4

colours towards blue, the zones which characterise Since an increase of the parameter seems to
the diseased samples and, with colours towards red, improve the separation between the two classes of
the zones which characterise the control ones. samples, it becomes fundamental to identify the
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Fig. 4. Score plots and loading plots of PC corresponding tos 50.25,s 50.75 ands 51.25.1
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Fig. 5. Score plots and loading plots of PC and PC corresponding tos 5 1.75 ands 5 2.25.1 4
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range of thes values which retains a successful LDA provides a discriminant direction along
separation. The calculation was then performed for which the two classes can be distinguished; for the
larger values ofs, until an inversion of the trend was first three levels of the fuzzyfication parameter, this
detected: this effect was recorded fors 5 3.50 direction is given by the first principal component:
(which required three PCs in the LDA model) and samples at positive values on PC belong to the1

s 54.75 (with one misclassification). healthy individuals whereas those showing negative
For comparison, it is remarkable that, by perform- values belong to the diseased patients. For the two

ing PCA on the original maps, i.e. on the digitalised largest values of thes parameter, LDA pointed out
matrices containing the values of the optic density that both PC and PC are necessary in order to1 4

ranging from 0.4 to 1 (Table 2), it is not possible to discriminate the two classes of samples; in this case,
obtain a perfect classification of the samples. the discriminant direction is a linear combination of

the first and the fourth components.
4 .2. Linear discriminant analysis For all the discriminant models the classification

capability was assessed by testing the predictive
LDA was performed on the dataset of 8 samples, power with the leave-one-out cross-validation meth-

described in terms of the first 5 PCs. The most od[42], in fact the available samples are not
discriminant variables were selected by a stepwise sufficient for applying a more severe splitting of the
algorithm in forward search (F 54.0). LDA, as dataset into training set and test set. LDA providedto-enter

a function of the s parameter, gave the results 100% of correct predictions up tos 5 3.50: this
reported inTable 2.The lowest three values of the value can be taken as the upper limit of applicability
fuzzyfication parameter, together with the case where of the fuzzyfication step.
de-fuzzyfication and re-fuzzyfication were not ap-
plied, allowed to obtain a NER (non-error-rate) of 4 .3. Analysis of the 2D map differences
87.5% in the classification step (1 misclassification),
while for the highest two values ofs, the percentage For the largest value of the fuzzyfication parame-
of well classified samples was 100%. The LDA ter (s 52.25), for which we obtained a perfect
models include both PC and PC when no fuzzyfi- classification, we calculated the average fuzzy map1 2

cation is applied, while they contain only the first PC of each class, i.e. two ‘‘virtual’’ samples which
for s 50.25, s 50.75 and s 51.25. Thus, the represent the most typical fuzzy samples of each
classification power increases as the model complex- class. The two maps obtained are graphically repre-
ity increases. In all the first three cases, the mis- sented inFig. 6. Fig. 7shows their difference. It is
classified sample was HEA4, which was the one easy to identify the zones of the 2D maps responsible
nearest to the group of the ill samples in all the score for the differences occurring between healthy and
plots considered. diseased subjects.Fig. 7 represents, at negative

values, the spots which characterise the class of
affected individuals and, at positive values, the spots

T able 2 which characterise the healthy ones. The healthy
Linear discriminant analysis results for each level of the fuzzyfica- samples appear richer in spots and the spots appear
tion parameters

also more intense.
s NER (%) Wrong classifications

– 87.5 HEA4
0.25 87.5 HEA4 5 . Concluding remarks
0.75 87.5 HEA4
1.25 87.5 HEA4

A new method has been developed for the statisti-1.75 100 –
cal analysis of sets of 2D maps, based on fuzzy2.25 100 –

a3.50 100 – logic, principal components analysis and linear dis-
a4.75 87.5 HEA criminant analysis. The method proposed has been

a Three PCs in the LDA model. applied to a dataset constituted by human healthy
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Fig. 6. Mean fuzzy maps of the two classes: healthy (a) and pathological (b) samples.

lymph-nodes and lymph-nodes affected by a non- for the differences between the samples and it
Hodgkin lymphoma. PCA performed on the dataset permitted to highlight not only the differences be-
allowed the identification of the regions responsible tween the two classes but also the variations occur-
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Fig. 7. Fuzzy map obtained as difference of the mean healthy and pathological fuzzy maps.

ring among the samples belonging to the same class. and their low reproducibility. These problems cannot
LDA provided the correct classification of the sam- be avoided since they are related to the experimental
ples by mean of only two PCs (PC and PC ), thus technique. Work is in progress to refine the model1 4

greatly simplifying the system dimensionality. The here presented.
application of the method has proved to be better for
s 51.75 ands 5 2.25, showing that the fuzzyfica-
tion step is the focal point of the method proposed.
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